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In Shattered Lands, you embark on a journey through a fully hand-drawn medieval world. You will be able to build your empire from the very beginning, starting in a small village and growing your village up to a mighty castle by conquering surrounding territories. Building up your wealth with taxes is only
part of the strategy in Shattered Lands. You are free to choose how to pay your taxes, and no two games are the same. No matter how you choose to play in Shattered Lands, you will be part of an evolving history. You can choose to be a villager, farmer or gold miner. You can even play as a robber, a pirate
or a mercenary. All in all, there are many possible strategies to be successful in Shattered Lands. Key Features: Hand-drawn graphics and interface A fully sandbox game that you can use to decide how to play: You can start from the very beginning and build a village on your own, or you can venture far out
into the world and see where you land in the end. Fully hand-drawn medieval world Take part in a world that evolves based on your actions. You decide what happens with the resources you collect, what happens to the population, what prices you set, and who do you ally yourself with. Hundreds of castles
and special buildings Own more than a hundred different types of buildings. Each of these is unique in both appearance and gameplay, and all influence the gameplay in your favor or against you. You have the freedom to choose which houses you ally with, so it is up to you to decide what kind of game you
want to play. Protection or progression? Is your goal to grow your wealth or to spread influence in the lands. How will you build your city? Will you have enough protection or do you need to progress? You decide what kind of power you want to have. No matter which one you choose, it is up to you to make
it happen. Explore the world of Eormor Play in the game for several hours or days, and in the end you can return at any time and continue where you left off. The Shattered Lands expansion for EORMOR is live now, and in it you are given the chance to play as a warrior in the war between the warring elven

kingdoms! Will you become a dashing warrior, or will you fall victim to the monsters that live in the northern woods? Have you ever wanted to send a letter to a loved one from across a
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Eormor: Shattered Lands Features Key:

The Brother's Blade is a fast paced hack and slash action RPG, where you will be able to manipulate enemies to aid you against them.
The Brother's Blade is the story of Wol, and his dog, Mudpike, during the coming war between Eormor and Lenn, the great evil.

The story is deeply rooted in the lore of both the Tolmasnos and Drell. You will be immersed in the world of Eormor whether you want to be or not.
The brother's blade features a non-linear story; you will be able to re-arrange the order of the cutscenes to determine the next result. For example, if you cut the third and fouth chapter in the first cutscene, you will skip them. If you want to experience the story in order, you can change the
cutscenes according to the order of the chapters. This also applies if you skip the cutscenes during the game.

Despite being a budget game, there will be no bugs and glitches, or any other problems
Post-processing effects give the game a unique look, specially modeled cutscene elements.

High-res 3D art and animation
In-game cutscenes will have pro-sumption sound
Full voice acting for the 3 main characters
Extra character added at the start
Art and music from the Brothers War series

Note: Special Edition and Collector's Editions will feature all bonus content, unlocked character and additional background and sounds when the game is played. Remember that the game contains no DRM.
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You are a strong noble house, planning to conquer the shattered lands of your time. People were surprised that the Kingdom of Eormor collapsed. Chaos spread through the lands as the old order tried to retain control. Now, the time has come for you to take your piece of the world. Will your house succeed
in these shattered lands? Features: Hand-drawn graphics and interface Challenging turn-based strategy Play as any of the available noble houses and choose your own strategy Unlock new items and mechanics Develop your land with different kinds of resources Trade and form powerful alliances with other
houses Travel all across the map to explore and discover new stuff Level / save game editor Different maps and factions Single player campaigns Make your playthrough unique by customizing your maps Make your own faction and set up your own house ...and much, much more! Game Spotlight Of today,
players are not used to seeing art in games. We are used to seeing 2D-technologies that were introduced in games not much more than ten years ago. But life does not stop. The industry moves on, while the new generation are not as familiar with the old ones as the previous ones had been with the old
games. As a consequence, the level of art in the industry changes. In Shattered lands we were challenged by the topography of the fantasy world. The land was so big that it was a challenge to make our area look realistic. One of the results is the 2D graphics and the world being a hand drawn one. Our

goal is to convey the feeling that this world is ruled by forces and not humans. We're concentrating a lot on the game map and make it an advanced tool for players. The map editor makes it very easy for players to create and share their own map pieces. It's not only a great way to create new and useful
content for players but can also give us an insight into what players are looking for in a strategy game. The world was created by a team of artists that previously worked on Gwent and, before that, on Mount and Blade: Warband. This means that the creative forces behind this project have a long

experience in creating worlds on their own. They are pretty sure that they know what they are doing. We are a small indie team based in Helsinki, Finland. We released Shattered Lands in the beginning of 2016 and you can find out more about us at How d41b202975
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"There are two things you must know about medieval warfare. The first is that, under the right conditions, men can fight to the death. The second is that the very act of fighting to the death can change the course of a war."---Karel Capek, 1920 Tuesday, December 15, 2017 I am very excited to announce
the upcoming Steam release of Kingdom Coming: Red Rain, a space empire building game set in a beautiful fantasy world, with full Steam support and an intuitive interface that you can learn in a few minutes. Please check out the trailer, and look for a new video up on the website, which will show off the

interface, as well as some of the cool features we are implementing in the near future. Here's the official announcement for Kingdom Coming: Red Rain, from the developer: It’s been six months since the war ended, but for the kids in the camps there is still plenty to fear. Beyond the scarred country, hidden
powers conspire in the black forest, with terrible power aboard the iron ships. When everything was safe and peaceful, the Northern Federation thought they had won. But it was only a first step. Their final triumph will come at a price; the iron empire stands strong, waiting to strike back. The Northern

Federation wants peace. They don’t want to fight any more. But they need to… and that price is growing… Be one of the very few who survive this onslaught in a world of metal, and carve your own kingdom for glory and prosperity in the lands beyond the northern frontiers of the Federation… IMPORTANT
NOTE: the retail version of the game will be available for purchase via Steam on January 16, 2018. The retail version is a direct port of the game, with improvements such as the latest official artwork and an additional gameplay feature. In addition to that, the game will also be released in a Steam Bundle,

which includes both the retail version of the game and the paid version of the game, plus the Kingdom Coming: Witchwood expansion! Kingdom Coming: Red Rain is a strategy space empire builder that allows you to take charge of a massive war effort to conquer the Northern Federation. It is a hand-drawn
fantasy setting with space and naval mechanics, where you build your fleet and devise strategy to outmaneuver your enemies in intense combat. King

What's new in Eormor: Shattered Lands:

Eormor: Shattered Lands is an expansion that takes place in the worlds of Eormor and Zaanon. Outside of these expansions will be included the optional play mode for 30+ hours of non-
linear, fantasy adventure: Knights of the Sky. KNIGHTS OF THE SKY Knight of the Sky is an infinite, persistent, open world MMO, using the concepts of Active Player Curation and Shared
World Play to create a unique, sprawling, and expansive universe, filled to the brim with creatures, treasures, and dangers. The shareable universe is a unique part of Knights of the Sky and
a combined experience for you and your friends; a world that expands as they level. The two factions are Zaanon: a Western-based world which rises out of the decimated ruins, and Eormor,
the nomadic Eastern-focused lands. Each faction serves as a backdrop to the complete experience of Knights of the Sky. Galactic War A merciless race of galactic soldiers, the Alliance of the
Men of Shadows is on a mission to recover their lost legacies. They have just destroyed the capital of their enemies, whom they call “The Dark”, but are now displaced into the Ordos, the
neutral region that lies closest to their original home. You and the Dark Barons of Zaanon are now the Frontiersmen, the first to venture into the uncharted zones across the Ordos. If you
succeed in fulfilling your oath to the leader of the Alliance and if you are able to battle your way through hordes of mutant pirates, murderous outlaws, crazed cultists, and other unknown
enemies, you can discover even more of the mysteries behind the Alliance’s mysterious disappearance. Your Objective: Secure the Human Territories and bring them back into Zaanon’s
sphere of influence. Defend Humanity from annihilation. Discover more about the villainous Black Gambit and the Alliance of Men of Shadows. Battle to retrieve a scroll from an unknown
foe. Explore a unique environment during your journey. Explore your faction’s settlement and build your team of Frontiermen with living modular spaces. Game Overview Eormor: Shattered
Lands – Gameplay Guide The addition of the tribes from Zaanon and their new inhabitants of the Ordos, combined with the destruction of the enemy's realm introduces many new
possibilities for gameplay 
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Home, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows Server 2003 Processor: 1.6 GHz processor or higher Memory: 128 MB RAM Graphics: Video card with 128
MB RAM or higher Hard Disk: 1 GB available space Additional Notes: Based on location and connection, game loading times may vary. Recommended: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows
8.1, Windows Server 2003 Processor: 2.4 GHz processor or higher
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